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Introduction:  MRI histology has been suggested as an important step to provide complementary information to that obtained in vivo MRI before subsequent tissue 
sectioning [1-4]. This approach relies on the acquisition of fixed tissue samples over long imaging hours. The motion-artifact-free acquisitions resulting from these 
experiments leads to highly detailed micro-MRI image sets, with the possibility of accurately comparing various contrast weighting schemes (T1, T2, proton density 
and diffusion weighting).  The use of three-dimensional techniques to acquire isotropic images facilitates image co-registration with histology and is considered the 
gold standard. This is possible through virtual re-slicing in any plane orientation without compromising the image resolution. However, the differences in spatial 
resolution between both modalities, the tissue shrinkage induced by fixative and the deformations that occur during the processing and sectioning, make direct co-
registration challenging and can lead to important mismatches.  Efforts to address these limitations have been devoted to the design of dedicated RF coils sensitive 
enough to directly image 60-μm fixed histology sections [5-7].  Meadowcroft et al.[5,6] proposed a unique single RF coil design based on a closed structure. This 
innovative solution enabled an excellent compromise between RF homogeneity coverage and sensitivity by maximizing the filling factor around standard histology 
slides (50-mm x 24-mm). The geometry adopted can accommodate a tissue section sandwiched between two ~130-μm thick coverslips to maintain hydration while 
minimizing the opening (~370-μm) to insert the sample and maximizing the filling factor.  Subsequent to this work, we extended the same design by fabricating three 
coils in-house. The first two coils accommodated the same standard coverslip size employed in [5-6] with the second coil providing a greater RF coverage for larger 
samples along the length (L=47-mm referred here as large coil vs. L=26-mm referred as standard coil). The third resonator, referred to as the small coil, enabled the 
insertion of the smallest coverslip commercially available (24-mm x 12-mm).  Our results demonstrated that the sample size range directly imaged by our three coils 
can cover any mouse organ while maximizing the filling factor and corresponding sensitivity. This was achieved by choosing the coil with an RF profile tightly fitting 
the size of the tissue section of interest. However, this setup precludes the use of typical ~1mm off-the-shelf glass slides commonly used in histopathology. This is 
especially important in the case of thin sections already pre-mounted on glass sides, which then require transposition to coverslips. This process would not be 
achievable with paraffin embedded sections (slice thickness ranging: 5-μm-10-μm). In case of tissue cryo-sections (slice thickness ranging: 30-μm - 100-μm), this 
would lead to tissue distortion and loss.   To overcome this limitation, we developed two additional coils with identical size to the standard and large coils previously 
described but with an opening that can accommodate glass sides. In the current work, we sought to compare the sensitivity of the five homemade coils relative to the 
original design [5,6]. The limit of sensitivity of each individual coil was assessed by characterizing the greatest in-plane resolution achievable for an SNR greater than 
30 during an 8-hour scan equivalent to an overnight session. 
Materials and Methods:  Tissue sectioning: Histological cryo-sections of mouse brain were obtained 
using a LEICA CM3050S cryostat with slice thickness ranging from 30µm to 60µm. The slices were 
preserved in Cryo-Protectant and kept under -80oC. 5-μm paraffin embedded human trochlear 
cartilage sections from a 50 year old healthy female donor were also examined. MRI sample 
preparation: Each tissue section was immersed in a 5cm diameter petri dish containing a buffer 
solution. Prior to tissue soaking, the buffer containing dish was degassed using a vacuum chamber for 
30-min. In presence of the tissue, the dish was then placed in a shaker rotating at 1.5Hz during an 
additional 30-min. to wash out all the impurities. The hydrated tissue slice was subsequently mounted 
either on a #1 glass coverslip (thickness for each ~130-170µm) or glass slide (thickness ~1000µm) 
and then surrounded with hydrophobic Fomblin (Solvay Solexis Inc., Thorofare, NJ) to prevent 
dehydration. A second cover-slip was then used to encase the tissue prior to imaging. The resulting 
overall thickness was less than 450μm for the dual coverslip setup and less than 1300μm for the glass 
slide/coverslip combination used for tissue sections up to a 100μm slice thickness.  MRI: All experiments were performed on a 7-T 
Bruker micro-MRI system, interfaced to a 200-mm horizontal bore magnet (Magnex Scientific, Yarnton, UK) equipped with an actively 
shielded gradient coil (Bruker BGA-9S; ID 90-mm, 750-mT/m gradient strength, 100-µs rise time) interfaced to a Bruker Biospec 
console. Unless noted otherwise, all the acquisition parameters of the MRI sequence were as follows: 2D single slice Gradient Echo 
(TE: 3.2-ms TR: 100-ms, Flip Angle was adjusted empirically to maximize SNR (Ernst Angle) in each experiment depending on the 
sample preparation. Both matrix and FOV were varied depending on the dimensions of the samples leading to an in-plane resolution 
ranging from 25µm to 100µm. The bandwidth was maintained constant (293Hz/pixel). The number of averages was chosen to keep the 
SNR higher than 30 (Mean signal/Std dev. noise) with 8 hours scanning time. 
Results and Discussion: The characterization and sensitivity of each coil relative to the original design [5,6] was assessed both 
based on the physical dimensions of the coils in order to infer the relative change in filling factor as well as the loading effect of the 
sample via measurement of the quality factor Q.  SNR measurements were also assessed from MRI scan of the same 60μm brain 
section for all coils. The increases in SNR are in excellent agreement with the expected gain in filling factor suggesting negligible 
effect induced by the noise emanating from the sample (data not shown). The variation in sensitivity relative to the original coil 
ranges from a 200% increase for the small coverslip coil to 70% loss for the largest glass slide coil. This leads to maximum in-plane 
resolution as low as 15μm and as high as 135μm depending on the coil and the sample thickness as summarized by Table 1.  Figure 
1A depicts an example acquired with the smallest histology coil of a highly detailed T1-weighted MRI histology (25μm in-plane 
resolution) obtained from a 60μm tissue cryo-section using a FLASH sequence (TE/TR: 3.35ms/100ms, FA=20, NAV: 576) during 
8-hrs 7min (Matrix=512x512) with a 1.28x1.28 cm field-of-view. Figure 1B is an example from the largest histology coil built 
encased between a glass slide and a coverslip (imaging time=7-hrs 30-min). In this case up to 6 coronal mouse brain throughput can 
be simultaneously scanned to provide 60μm in-plane resolution using GE sequence (FA=18, NAV: 320,  Matrix=848x424) using a 5.12x2.56 cm field-of-view.  Figure 
1C illustrates an example of a large sample with 100μm in-plane resolution obtained from a 5μm paraffin embedded human trochlear cartilage from a 50year old 
healthy female donor suggesting our ability to image a wide range of sample size and slides. 
Conclusion and future direction: The five coils designed in-house enable the scanning of a wide range of sample size (up to 43mm x 20mm) and slice thicknesses (5μm – 
100μm) using either coverslips or commonly used glass sides. The in-plane resolutions achievable during overnight experiments (8-hours, SNR>30) span from 15μm to 
140μm depending on the coil used. The negligible effect of the sample loading on the coil suggests room for coil design improvement including the use of cryo-coils. 
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